
Essential Skills in Note Taking 

Adequate notes are necessary to efficient study and learning in 

college. Think over the following suggestions and improve your note-

taking system where needed. 

 

In Class  

 Listen Actively – if possible think before you write, but don’t get behind. 

 Be open-minded about points you disagree on. 

 Raise questions if appropriate. 

 Develop and use a standard method of note-taking. 

 Take and keep notes in a large notebook. 

 Leave a few spaces blank so you can go back and fill in information if 

necessary. 

 Do not write down everything the lecturer says just the main points. 

 Listen for cues as to important points. 

 Try and focus on the main points. 

 Make your original notes legible enough for your own reading. 

 Copy down everything on the board, regardless. 

 Sit as close to the front as possible. 

 Get assignments and suggestions precise, ask if you’re not sure. 

 Form questions to look up later. 



Write down if the speaker… 

 Repeats an item 

 Writes an item on the board or overhead. 

 Points or gestures. 

 Changes tone or volume of voice. 

 Makes a direct reference to the book. 

 Asks if everyone understands. 

 Gives an example. 

 Slows down. 

 

The 5 R’s 

1. Record: During the lecture, write all information legibly. 

2. Reduce: After the lecture, write a summary of the ideas and facts using key 

words as cue words. 

a. Clarify meanings and relationships of ideas. 

b. Reinforce continuity. 

c. Strengthen memory retention. 

d. Prepare for exams in advance. 

3. Recite: To study properly, recite all the information in your own words. 

4. Reflect: Think about your own opinions and ideas as you read over your 

notes. 

5. Review: Before reading or studying new material, take ten minutes to review 

old notes. 

 

Daydreaming 

o Be in class body and mind. 

o Notice your writing. 

o Write your thoughts down. 

o Notice your environment. 


